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We show that strongly approximately right invertible maps between compacta preserve calm- 
ness, hence strongly approximately invertible maps defined on calm compacta preserve shape. 
We show that certain convergent sequences of maps generate convergence of the maps’ images 
in the hyperspace topologized by calmly regular convergence. 
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1. Introduction 
Since eerin introduced the hereditary shape property of %-calmness [7], it has 
proved to be useful in the study of shape properties preserved by certain classes 
of maps and by convergence in certain hyperspaces [4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 111). Here we 
study certain function spaces and show that in the presence of calmrress, convergence 
of a sequence in these function spaces implies convergence of the images in the 
topology of calmly regular convergence [8]. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let X be a compactum lying in an AR-space M. (It frequently will be convenient 
to take M = Q, the Hilbert cube.) If U is a neighborhood of X in M and (e is a 
class of topological spaces, we denote by VCY~(C.J, X) the statement: 
For every neighborhood V of X in M there is a neighborhood W of X in M, 
W c V, such that if f, g: K + W are continuous functions with K E % such that 
f EUg (i.e., f and g are homotopic in U), then f =” g. 
The definition of calmness in [7] is equivalent to the following: the compactum 
X is @‘-calm if for some (indeed, every) AR-space M containing X there is a 
neighborhood U of X in M such that %?,,(lJ, X). If %’ is the class of compact 
ANR-spaces, we say X is calm. 
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It is shown in [7] that %-calmness is a hereditary shape property, that every 
FANR is calm, and that some non-movable compacta such as solenoids are calm. 
Indeed, we have: 
2.1. Theorem [ll]. Let X be a compactum. Then X E FANR if and only if X is 
calm and movable. 
Calm compacta have an analogue of the well-known ANR property that close 
maps into a compact ANR are homotopic. If E >O, we say that fundamental 
sequences f = {fk, X, Yh4,~ and g = {gk, X, Y) M,N between compacta X and Y in 
AR-spaces M and ZV, respectively, are &-close if there exist a neighborhood U of 
X in M and a positive integer n such that k 3 n implies fk 1 U and gk 1 U are e-close 
maps. We have: 
2.2. Theorem [ll]. Let Y be a compactum lying in Q. If Y is calm, then there is 
an F > 0 such that any pair of e-close fundamental sequences f = {fk, X, Y},, and 
g = {gk, X, Y}M,~ is homotopic. 
Let X and Y be compacta and let f: X + Y be a map (i.e., a continuous function). 
We say [13] f is approximately right invertible (ARI) if for every E > 0 there is a 
map h: Y +X such that fh and idy are c-close. If also (for the given E) there is a 
map g :X + Y such that hg and id x are e-close, then f is called approximately 
invertible (AI) [lo]. 
Motivated in part by the problem of whether AR1 maps preserve the property 
of being an FANR [13, CE2], Cerin introduced in [lo] the following notions: If 
X and Y are compacta lying in AR-spaces M and N, respectively, a sequence of 
maps of pairs f = (fk : (ibf, x) + (N, Y)} is a net from X into Y in M, N if for every 
neighborhood V of Y in N there is a neighborhood U of X in M such that for 
almost all k, fk( U) c V. If each fk maps X onto Y, f is a net from X onto Y in M, 
N. 
A map f :X + Y between compacta is strongly approximately right invertible 
(SARI) if for some (hence all) AR-spaces M, N containing X and Y, respectively, 
there is a net h = {hk : (N, Y) + (M, X)} from Y into X such that for every E > 0 
there is a positive integer n such that k 3 n implies fhk 1 Y and idy are &-close. If, 
in addition, there is a net g = {gk : (M, X) + (N, Y)} from X onto Y such that for 
every E > 0 there is a positive integer m such that k 3 m implies hkgk 1X and idx 
are &-close, f is strongly approximately invertible (SAI). 
3. SARI maps preserve calmness 
We have: 
3.1. Theorem. Let X and Y be compacta and let f: X + Y be an SARI map. If X 
is %-calm then Y is E-calm. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume X and Y lie in Q. There is a 
neighborhood V of X in 0 such that U,( V, X). Let h = {hk : (Q, Y)+ (Q, X)} be 
a net from Y to X in Q, Q such that fhk 1 Y converges uniformly to idy. Let 
F: Q --, 0 be an extension off. 
Since h is a net, there exist a neighborhood V’ of Y in Q and a positive integer 
n 1 such that k 2 n 1 implies hk (V’) c V. 
Let U’ be a neighborhood of Y in Q. There is no loss of generality in assuming 
U’ is a compact ANR. Let U =F-‘(U’). Hence U is a compact neighborhood of 
X in Q. There is an E > 0 such that &-close maps into U’ are homotopic. 
Our choice of V implies there is a neighborhood W of X in Q, W c U, such 
that if G and H are maps of the same member of %’ into W with G =V H, then 
G = U H. By choice of h, there exist a positive integer 112 Z= n i and a neighborhood 
W’ of Y in Q, W’ c U’, such that k L n2 implies 
hk (W’) c W and Fhk 1 W’ is c-close to iw,,~, (the inclusion of W’ into U’). 
Now, let K E % and suppose r, s : K + W’ are maps with r yv, s. Fix n 3 n2. Then 
h,r, h,s : K + W are maps such that h,r = v h,s. Our choice of W implies h,r = u h,s. 
But then r =uS (by choice of E) Fh,r = u’ (by choice of U) Fh,s =u’ (by choice of 
F) s. It follows that Y is @‘-calm. 
3.2. Theorem. Let f: X + Y be an SAI map between compacta. Then X is %-calm 
if and only if Y is %-calm. 
Proof. Since f is SARI, it follows from (3.1) that Y is %-calm if X is %-calm. 
Conversely, suppose Y is %-calm. Again, we assume X and Y lie in Q. Let V’ 
be a neighborhood of Y in Q such that %?h( V’, Y). Since f is an SAI map, there 
are nets 
and 
h = {hk: (Q, Y) + (Q, X)1 from Y into X in Q, Q 
g = kk: (Q, W + (Q, Y)l from X onto Y in Q, Q 
such that fhk ) Y converges uniformly to id Y and hkgk 1 X converges uniformly to idx. 
Since g is a net, there are a neighborhood V of X in Q and a positive integer 
nl such that k 2 n 1 implies gk (V) c V’. Let U be a neighborhood of X in Q. We 
may assume U is a compact ANR. Then there is an E > 0 such that e-close maps 
into U are homotopic. There is a positive integer n2 such that k 3 n2 implies fhk 1 Y 
and idy are E-close and hkgk IX and id, are e-close. There exist a neighborhood 
U’ of Y in Q, U’ = V’, and a positive integer n3 such that k 2 n3 implies hk (U’) c U. 
By choice of V’ and h, there are a neighborhood W’ of Y in Q, W’ c U’, and 
a positive integer n4 such that n 2 n4 implies h, ( W’) c U, and such that if G and 
H are maps of the same member of %’ into W’ with G = v’ H, then G = U’ H. There 
exist a positive integer n 2 max{n i, n 2, n3, n4} and a neighborhood W of X in Q, 
W c U, such that g,(W) c W’ and h,g, I W and iw,” are s-close. 
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Let K E %? and suppose r, s: K + W are maps with r =VS. Then g,r and g,s are 
maps of K into W’ such that g,r = VS g,s. By choice of W’, g,r = U’ g,s. Thus we 
have r zu (by choice of U’ and E) h,g,r =u h,g,s =U (by choice of U’ and E) s. 
It follows that X is %-calm. 
3.3. Corollary. Let X and Y be compacta, f :X + Y a map, and suppose either X 
or Y is calm. 
(a) If f is SARI, Sh X & Sh Y. 
(b) If f is SAI, Sh X = Sh Y. 
Proof. Clearly an SARI map is an AR1 map and an SAI map is an AI map. In 
(a) it follows from (3.1) that Y is calm and in (b) it follows from (3.2) that both 
X and Y are calm. The conclusions follow from [6, (3.2)]. 
4. Some function spaces and calmly regular convergence 
Let X be a compacturn and let (Y, d) be a metric space. Suppose limi,,s fi = f. 
in Y”, the space of continuous functions from X to Y with sup-metric topology, 
with Ai = fi(X) for all i. In what hyperspace sense can we conclude that limi,, Ai = 
A,,? In general, it may not be possible to reach a conclusion stronger than that 
lim;,, Ai =A0 in the topology of the well-known Hausdorff metric. However, by 
restricting one of the sequences {fi}zo or {Ai}Eo, stronger results are possible [3, 
61. In this section we examine situations in which such restrictions lead to the 
convergence of {Ai}: to A0 in the topology of calmly regular convergence. 
The metric d,, of calmly regular convergence was developed independently in [8] 
and [5]. We use the latter paper’s characterization: If {Ai}ro is a sequence in ca( Y), 
the collection of nonempty calm compact subsets of the metric space (Y, d) (where 
Y is assumed to lie in an AR-space M), then 
&it dca(Aiv A 01 = 0 
if and only if for every .s > 0 there exists a positive integer n such that i 2 n implies 
there are &-fundamental sequencesf’ = {f 1, Ai, AO}M,M andg i = {g:, Ao, Ai}M,M with 
fg’- l& and gifi -- lAi. 
(A fundamental sequence f = {fk, A, B}M,M between compacta in the same AR- 
space M is an &-fundamental sequence if there is a neighborhood U of A in M 
such that for almost all k, fk 1 U and iU,M are E-close.) The choice of M is of no 
importance. Thus the topology induced on ca( Y) by d,, is stronger than that induced 
by Borsuk’s fundamental metric [2]. 
It will be convenient to denote the sup-metric by d”: thus, for maps f, g :X -+ Y, 
d”(f,g)=sup{d(f(x),g(x))I-Xl. 
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Let R(X) be the space of retractions of X with the sup-metric topology. 
4.1. Theorem. Let X be a calm compactum and suppose limi+m ri = r. in R(X). If 
Ai = ri(X) for all i, then limi,, d,,(Ai, Ao) = 0. 
Proof. Since calmness is a hereditary shape property and X is calm, Ai E ca(X) for 
all i. We may assume X c Q. Let E > 0. By (2.2), we may assume that E is small 
enough that e-close fundamental sequences to X are homotopic and s-close 
fundamental sequences to A0 are homotopic. 
For all i, let Ri: Q + Q be an extension of ri. Let fi = {Ro, Ai, A0)o.o and Fi = 
{R,,, Ai, X}o,a be fundamental sequences generated by Ro. Let gi = {Ri, Ao, Ai}a,a 
and Gi = {Ri, Ao, X}o,o be fundamental sequences generated by Ri for i > 0. 
Notice that E-close maps generate E-ClOSe fundamental sequences. It was observed 
in the proof of [3, (4.2)] that there is a positive integer n such that i Z= n implies 
d”(ri l-40, i_+,.,) <e and dS(ro /Ai, iAi,x) < e. 
It follows that fi and gi are e-fundamental sequences for i > n. 
Further, our choice of E implies for i > n that 
iAo,X = Gi and i&X z Fi. 
Therefore 
lAO = RoiAo,X = RoGi =figi and lAi = Rii,+,x = RiFi = gifiy 
where for all i we have Ri = {Ri, X, Ai}o,o is a fundamental sequence generated by 
Ri. It follows that limi,, d,,(Ai, Ao) = 0. 
As an immediate consequence, we have: 
4.2. Corollary. Let X be a calm compactum, limi,, ri = r. in R(X), and Ai = ri(X) 
for all i. Then for almost all i, Sh Ai = Sh Ao. Hence if Ai E ANR for all i, then for 
almost all i, Ai and A0 have the same homotopy type. 
We remark that the latter conclusion of (4.2) extends [3, (4.8)]. 
Let AI(X, Y) denote the space of maps f :X + Y from a compactum X to a 
metric space Y such that f :X +- f (X) is an AI map, with the sup-metric topology. 
4.3. Theorem. LetXbe a calm compactum. Let limi,, fi = fo in AI(X, Y). Suppose 
fi(X) =Ai E ca(Y) for all i. Then limi,, d,,(Ai, A,) ~0. 
Proof. It iseasilyseen thatA = Uzo Ai iscompact.ThuswemayassumeX uA c Q. 
Let E >O. We may assume E is so small that as-close fundamental sequences to 
X (in Q) are homotopic, by (2.2). There is a positive integer n such that i > n implies 
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d’(f;, fO) <is. Fix i > n. By (2.2), there is an n > 0 such that n-close fundamental 
sequences to Ai (respectively, to A,,) are homotopic. Let S = min{&l, a~}. 
Let &,>O be such that &,<6 and x1, x2 E X with d(xi, x2) < So implies 
d(fi(xl),fi(x~))<S and d(f&i),f&))<S. 
Since {fi, fo} cAI(X, Y), there exist maps hi :A; +X, ho :Ao+X, gi :X +A,, 
g,, :X +A0 such that fihi, f&o, higi, and hogo are all &-close to identity maps. 
Our choice of So implies 
d”(fit gi) s d”(fiy fhigi) +  ds(fihigi, gi) < 6 +a0 < 26. 
Similarly, d”(f0, go) < 28. 
We define F:Ai -+A0 and G:Ao+Ai by F=gohi, G =giho. Then for all x EAT, 
d(F(x),x)~d(gohi(x),fohi(x))+d(fohi(x),fihi(x))+d(fihi(x),x) 
<2s +tc t&)-C&. 
Similarly, for all y E Ao, d(G(y), y) < E. In the following, if f is a map, then f is a 
fundamental sequence generated by f. It follows that F and G are e-fundamental 
sequences from Ai to A0 and from A0 to Ai, respectively. 
Also, hgi and hoga are So-fundamental sequences from X to X. Since 60 <$E, it 
follows that higi = lx = hog,. Similarly, since 26 < 77, our choice of n implies fi = gi 
and fo =ga; and since 60 < 7, fihi = lA, and f&o = l,+,. Thus 
GF =gihogohi =gihi =fihi = lA, and FG = gohigiho ==goho ==~o/Io = l,+ 
It follows that limi,, dca(Ai, Ao) = 0. 
The notion of a refinable map was introduced in [12]. The notions of surjective 
approximate absolute neighborhood retract in the sense of Clapp (SAANRc) or in 
the sense of Noguchi (SAANRN) were introduced in [ 141. We need only the following 
properties concerning these ideas: An SAANRc is movable [l, Theorem 61. A 
compactum X is an SAANRN if and only if X E SAANRc and X E FANR [9, 
Theorem 21. Hence by (2.1), X E SAANRN if and only if X E SAANRc and X is 
calm. If f :X + Y is a refinable map of compacta and X E SAANRc, then YE 
SAANRc [15, Theorem 21. 
4.4. Example [lo]. Let X be a compactum and let f:X+ Y be a refinable map. If 
X E SAANRc, then f is an AI map. 
Proof. This follows from [15, Theorem 11. 
Let R (X, Y) denote the space of maps f: X -f Y from a compactum X to a metric 
space Y such that f :X + f (X) is refinable, with the sup-metric topology. 
4.5. Corollary. Let X E SAANRN, limi+, fi = f0 in R (X, Y), Ai = f,(X) for afl i. If 
for each i we have Ai E SAANRN, then limi+, d,,(A,, A,) = 0. 
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Remark. See [6, (4.1)] for a similar result. 
Proof. Since the refinable image of X must be an SAANRc, by our previous 
remarks, assuming X, Ai E SAANRN implies X and Ai are calm. The assertion 
follows from (4.3) and (4.4). 
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